PROTECTING PEOPLE AND ASSETS

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Enterprise, AL, June 24, 2016

Enterprise Electronics Corporation (EEC) Delivers First-Ever Dual-Polarization SBand Weather Radar to TV Station in Illinois

ENTERPRISE, AL, JUNE 24, 2016 – EEC is proud to announce that, earlier this year, it
completed delivery of a Defender S1000 1-megawatt dual-polarization S-Band weather
radar system to WLS-TV in Chicago, IL, dubbed LIVE Doppler 7 MAX. Working in close
cooperation with ABC/Disney and The Weather Company, an IBM Business, EEC won the
contract to deliver the state-of-the-art system back in 2015. EEC was selected based on
technical merit and experience. This system is the first of its kind at a TV station in Chicago
and the state of Illinois.

"We are thrilled to introduce LIVE Doppler 7 MAX, the top of the line when it comes to radar
technology,” notes WLS-TV meteorologist Cheryl Scott. “With LIVE Doppler 7 MAX, we
have the power to predict and give our audience more accurate advanced warnings of
more kinds of potentially dangerous weather – better than ever before,” she continues.
“Those updates are crucial to help our viewers make quick decisions to protect life, family
and property. ABC7 is the only TV station in Chicago and the first in the state to own an Sband Doppler radar.”

Enterprise Electronics Corporation
128 S. Industrial Blvd., Enterprise, AL 36330, USA
p: +1 334.347.3478 | f: +1 334.393.4556
eecradar.com

“With this new installation at WLS-TV, EEC continues its 45-year tradition of “firsts” in the
radar industry,” says Rich Stedronsky, EEC’s Director of Strategic Business Development &
Partnerships. “We are thrilled to be part of such an exciting project, and to provide this firstof-its-kind system to the Chicagoland area.”
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About WLS-TV
WLS-TV is an ABC/Disney owned and operated station based in Chicago, IL. First airing in
September 1948, WLS-TV was the third-ever TV station to sign on in the Chicago market.
WLS-TV recently won all local newscast time periods in the “all ages” ratings at 4:00pm,
5:00pm, 6:00pm, and 10:00pm during the May 2016 Nielsen sweeps rating period.

About EEC
EEC is recognized as the world leader in the meteorological radar field since its inception in
1971 with more than 1,000 radar systems manufactured and delivered in the United States
and over 90 countries worldwide. Celebrating 45 years in operation, EEC has consistently
led the industry worldwide in the introduction of the latest available technology to enhance
radar and data processing performance. A strong focus on innovation and technology
infusion into the product line continues to be a driving factor in EEC’s leadership in the
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viewed

at

www.eecweathertech.com.
More info about our S-Band Weather Radar systems: http://www.eecradar.com/s-bandradar-systems.php

More about WLS-TV’s LIVE Doppler 7 MAX: http://abc7chicago.com/weather/abc7-livedoppler-7-max-is-here---what-makes-it-unique/1255802/
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